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Free Essay: Disabled By Wilfred Owen In my essay,"Disabled" by Wilfred Owen. The poem 'Disabled' is written by
Wilfred Owen who was an English poet as.

Wilfred Owen fought in the war as an officer in the Battle of the Somme. The slightly frequent changes
between the past and present create a striking view on what the soldier has had to surrender. In stanza one, the
poem presented a clear picture of a young soldier at a park or thinking about being at a park in a wheelchair;
he had no legs. He notices how people look at him as if he was a freak, or had a disease. His days of
autonomy, and, of course, glory, are clearly over. In many cases, young boys lied about their ages in order to
join the army, because they felt that they would return war heroes and be remembered for their efforts in the
war. The soldier feels emasculated, ignored, almost betrayed by women. I am going to describe how
successfully he uses poetic techniques to present the true effects of war in his poem. Verse four is very long to
emphasise how many false, idealistic images of was the soldier entertained. He got no cheers when he came
back from the war. Boys' voices ring out in the park; the voices are of "play and pleasure" that echo until sleep
takes them away from him. It particularly contrasts with verse four; he could once play football but now he
cannot even put himself to bed. These were the old days before "he threw away his knees". Day Lewis, said
this line possesses "deliberate, intense understatements â€” the brave man's only answer to a hell which no
epic words could express" and is "more poignant and more rich with poetic promise than anything else that
has been done during this century. He felt that they only had pity to offer s5 l 3. One time before the war he
saw a blood smear on his leg and thought it looked like the "matches carried shoulder-high". Now, after war,
he will spend his time in the Institutes, doing what he should do and accepting whatever pity the rulers want to
give him. Words such as "waiting" and "sleep" reinforce the sense that this soldier's life is interminable to him
now. Besides, someone had told him he would look like a god in kilts. In the opening stanza Owen connects
the reader with the main character, by making the reader feel sorry for him. He lied about his age â€” said he
was nineteen â€” and they cheerfully wrote it down. Advertising Looking for essay on british literature? This
scene is a cold image and shows a lack of humanity to help demonstrate the theme of loss as the boy is shown
to be without much family when he dies. This paper will look at the disabilities of the young man and those of
the society at large. Hire Writer There is a very ugly atmosphere of misery and tragedy in this verse, created
by the colours and sounds mentioned. This suggests that he might not die, he is optimistic. The main character
then recalls the captivating crowds which had cheered as he joined up to fight in the war this was the biggest
mistake he made in his life. In addition to the government, Owen also comments on the negligent military
system that allows the young man to simply lie about his age to join the service. A comparison between two
poems, all of which are about war and the effects on the mind. Furthermore this could reflect the blood he lost
in the war. He entered the war in January of  He was not active but instead immobile and possible waiting to
forget his troubles. It is a reminder that he will have to have others do things for him from now on. Owen talks
about World War 1 and how it can affect different people in different ways, his feelings are echoed in the form
of characters. Let's see if we can help you! It had a military feel to it, created by iambic pentameters.
Furthermore he wants to sleep eternally in the darkness; die and escape his life on unhappiness.


